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Kurzfassung

In der Vergangenheit wurden viele Behmühungen unternommen um ein System
von feedbackbasierten blended learning Systemen zu schaffen. Neue Technolo-
gien und neue Ideen machen es möglich diese Systeme zu verbessern und diese
auch für den Unterricht von Statistik auf Universitätsniveau zu verwenden.

Das Ziel ist sowohl eine systematische Implementierung von Lehrsoftware mit-
tels moderner interaktiver Frameworks als auch die Entwicklung von neuen Ver-
fahren zum Lehren in den Bereichen statistische Modellierung und statistische
Unsicherheit.

Diese Arbeit präsentiert das neu entwichelte R Paket tguishiny (de Cillia
et al., 2018), welches Lehrenden eine Möglichkeit gibt, feedback-basierte Kurse
zu den Themen R-Programmierung und statistischer Modellierung zu halten.

Fragen, die mit diesem Paket generiert werden können interaktive Visualisierun-
gen aus dem shiny Framework enthalten. Antworten, die von Studenten
eingereicht wurden können über eine “teacher view” live beobachtet werden.

Das UI-Design der Fragen wurde weitreichend von dem tGUIOnline (Dinges
and Templ, 2009) Projekt beeinflusst, welches in der Bundesanstalt Statistik
Österreich (Statistik Austria) entwickelt und eingesetzt wurde.
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Abstract

A lot of efforts has been made to implement a system of feedback-based blended
learning systems in the past. New possibilities and new ideas make it possible
to improve these systems in order to maximize the effectiveness of teaching
statistics to students at university level.

The aim is both, a systematic implementation of teaching concepts in software
using modern interactive tools and to invent new ways to teach statistical con-
cepts in the area of statistical uncertainty and statistical modeling.

This thesis presents the newly developed R package tguishiny (de Cillia
et al., 2018), which gives teachers a way to create feedback-based courses for
teaching R syntax and statistical concepts.

Questions created with this package can contain interactive visualizations thanks
to the powerful shiny framework. Answers submitted by students are sum-
marized live in a “teacher view”.

The ui design of the questions has been laregly influenced by the tGUIOnline

(Dinges and Templ, 2009) project, which is a teaching tool developed in and
used by the national statistical office of Austria .
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1Introduction

This thesis presents a newly created R package called tguishiny (de Cillia
et al., 2018), which was developed for the Zurich University of Applied Sciences
(ZHAW ) and Statistics Austria.

This chapter covers historic milestones in blended learning followed by a quick
overview of the package and finally presents some software projects similar to
tguishiny . The subsequent chapters will cover the implementation and fea-

tures of the package in detail and will showcase courses that have been developed
with it.

1.1 Digital- and blended learning

With the development of technology in the past years, a lot of new teaching
tools emerged. This chapter will briefly define the terms digital - and blended
learning which are both related to this trend.

Digital learning is a broad term describing different types of technologically
assisted learning models. These learning models are usually web based and give
students the possibility to both learn and practice skills at the same time.

Blended learning is a special form of digital learning which “combines face-to-
face with distance delivery systems [...] using the web for what it does best, and
using class time for what it does best” (Osguthorpe and Graham, 2003).

This creates a clear distinction between the two terms since blended learning
includes a face-to-face component. Therefore, a blended learning environment
usually requires a course instructor.

1.2 History of blended learning

This section is mainly based on Güzera and Caner (2014), where articles about
blended learning between 1999 and 2012 have been studied. Since these reviews
stop at 2012, the most recent developments in blended learning were summarized
by the author of this thesis.

Table 1.1 has been taken from Güzera and Caner (2014) and shows a rapid
increase in the number of publications about blended learning between the first
two time periods. Notice that the “year-range” is equal for each time period
(three years). This chapter is organized according to the classifications in this
Table.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Classification Sub-Classification Year Range Number of articles
First attempts 1999-2002 125

Past Definition period 2003-2006 1200
Popularity period 2007-2009 1460

“Present” 2010-2012 1660

Table 1.1: Time periods for the publication of “blended learning” literature
according to Güzera and Caner (2014).

First attempts

This period consists of publications from a very broad variety of research fields
including prekindergarden-schooling, military courses and inter-cultural train-
ings. Articles from this period explored the idea of supporting online-learning
with traditional learning but there were no exact definitions on blended learning.

Definition period

The most cited articles published in this period are on defining blended learning
and exploring its possibilities and benefits. The definition given in Section 1.1
was given in this period.

One article from Garrison and Kanuka discusses blended learning in higher ed-
ucation considering resource management, scheduling and planning of courses.

Popularity period

The reviewed articles in Güzera and Caner (2014) from this period were centered
around two topics. The first topic is the perception of participants on blended
learning and online learning concepts. All in all, blended learning received good
feedback in those articles, although instructions in a traditional setting where
perceived to be clearer.

“
”

... the general conclusion in all studies indicated that students
favored web-based online learning environment as effective but
they did not want to give up from face to face component of the
course. (Osguthorpe and Graham, 2003)

The second group of articles reviewed in the “popularity period” are centered
about the effectiveness of blended learning systems. Electiveness has been mea-
sured in a different manner for different articles.

“
”

[...] there is no significant difference on achievements of students
between blended learning and traditional learning but on the
other variables like satisfaction, motivation, drop-out rate for at-
risk students, attitude and knowledge retention blended learning
is observed as superior. (Osguthorpe and Graham, 2003)
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“Present”

Seven articles from this time period (2010 - 2012) have been reviewed in Güzera
and Caner (2014) which cover a broad variety of subjects. Two of those articles
where focused around learning English as a foreign language and showed that
blended learning is not only well received in this area but also increased the
scores of participating students compared to traditional methods.

After 2012

Recently, several publications on blended learning in health education appeared
such as McCutcheon et al. (2015) and de Jong et al. (2014). Most of these
publications covered an retrospective evaluation of blended learning programs
that where held for med students.

A meta-analysis about the blended learning in medical education is available
at Liu et al. (2016). The conclusion looks as follows.

“
”

Blended learning appears to have a consistent positive effect in
comparison with no intervention, and to be more effective than
or at least as effective as nonblended instruction for knowledge
acquisition in health professions. Due to the large heterogeneity,
the conclusion should be treated with caution. (Liu et al., 2016)

Another interesting group of publications from this time period deal with blended
learning for K-12 education. See Dichev et al. (2013) and Horn et al. (2013).

1.3 The tGUIOnline project

This section covers the most important aspects of the tGUIOnline project,
which was a major influence in the development of the tguishiny package.

tGUIOnline was firstly introduced in Dinges and Templ (2009) as “being an
effective instrument to train and teach staff on mathematical and statistical
topics” (Dinges et al., 2011b). It uses the rApache (Horner, 2013) framework
to create an interactive learning experience for statistical concepts. An example
of a multiple choice question generated with this framework can be seen in
Figure 1.1.

Students can use several control elements to alter the plot on the right, which
will give insights about the dataset mtcars and possible dependencies between
its variables. The graphics are then interpreted by the students via a multiple
choice interface. Teachers will get live updates about how often each answer
possibility has been chosen among all students with a separate “teacher GUI ”.

The tGUIOnline project uses a visual approach for its teaching purposes. More
examples and an in-depth description of the project can be found in Dinges et al.
(2011b).
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Figure 1.1: Exercise from tGUIOnline. The students can select variables to
be plotted in an interactive manner and they should answer the multiple choice
question related to this exercise.

1.4 Tguishiny overview

The R package tguishiny tries to implement similar concepts as the
tGUIOnline project using the shiny (Chang et al., 2017) package instead

of RApache for the GUI development. shiny is a web framework for the
R language, which severely increased in popularity over the past two years. See
the download statistics in Figure 1.2.

Why switch from rApache to shiny?

The shiny package provides good documentation and easy syntax to create
web applications. The fact that shiny is based on HTML gives lots of flexibility
for front-end development by using custom CSS - or JavaScript libraries.

Developers that are not familiar with web programming can even use a lot of
features, e.g. packages like plotly , ggvis and DT can be used to add
new input and output elements to shiny applications.

The shiny framework also follows the “reactive” programming paradigm, so
sending submissions from one machine to another can be done easily. To archive
the same result in rApache , it is necessary to read the same database in a
periodic manner.

Main concept

tguishiny aims at teaching statistical concepts and corresponding usage of
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Figure 1.2: Monthly number of downloads for the package shiny from
http://cran.rstudio.com/ within the past years. The data for this plot has
been aquired with the package dlstats (Yu, 2017).

the programming language R with interactive courses, which may or may not be
assisted by a teacher. Similar to tGUIOnline , visualizing those concepts is a
key issue and teachers will get immediate feedback about any user submissions.

The library uses an object oriented interface for the questions to increase flex-
ibility and ease the creation of new questions. Knowledge about the shiny

package is not required for the authors of questions, although it is recommended
for creation of exercises that contain interactive graphics.

Unlike most other products, tguishiny allows the creation of questions that
take R code as an answer. The user-code will be evaluated upon submission and
the evaluation of all submitted answers is visible to the teacher. This makes
it possible to teach practical R-skills to students on many different levels of
complexity.

Differences between tguishiny and tGUIOnline

The majority of the courses created in the tGUIOnline framework have already
been translated to tguishiny . It is therefore mostly backwards compatible
with the features provided in the old framework. Additionaly, new courses
have been developed by students of the Zurich University of Applied Sciences
(ZHAW ).

New features include questions that expect R input from students, which opens
quite some new possibilities for course design. Teachers can focus on the prac-
tical use of R for data science rather than limiting their questions to statistical
concepts and interpretations of statistical tests.

The fact that shiny is used as a backend for the server-ui communication
means that teachers familiar with shiny can easily create questions contain-

http://cran.rstudio.com/
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ing interactive contents to make questions more interesting for the students.
Existing shiny applications can also be converted into questions quite easily.

1.5 Digital learning projects in R

This section only addresses rather recent teaching tools interacting with the
R language. All of the tools presented are open-source and can be considered
digital learning tools.

1.5.1 swirl

Swirl is a very powerful way for students to learn R on their own. According to
the documentation, the package

“ ”
teaches you R programming and data science interactively, at
your own pace, and right in the R console! (Kross et al., 2017)

Students are asked questions in the console in a prompt-like fashion. Answers
can be typed directly into the console. Code will be submitted with the return
key and submitted code will be evaluated. The next part of a course is only
unlocked once the current part is answered correctly.

Figure 1.3: A Screenshot of a swirl course teaching students the use of the

lapply function. R code submitted by the users is evaluated and new ques-
tions are loaded as soon as a right answer is given.

It is possible for teachers to create custom courses with the function
swirlify::new lession . Below is a screenshot showing a swirl course. This

curse can be accessed with the swirl function.

The main disadvantage when it comes to the usage of swirl in blended learning
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is that teacher are not able to see what students are answering in swirl courses.
On the other hand, the package is lightweight and uses a simple instructive
interface for their courses.

1.5.2 Jupyter

Jupyter is meant to be used as a way to create notebooks containing live code,
LATEXequations and plots (Kluyver et al., 2016). More than 40 programming
languages are supported, including R. No installation of R is needed in order to
run a Jupyter notebook, since free online servers like https://try.jupyter.org/
are available.

This makes Jupyter a very handy tool to create reproducible research across
operating systems. Teachers can use the project to create questions in the form
of notebooks and ask students to fill in some missing pieces.

Figure 1.4: A Jupyter notebook showcasing dynamic evaluation of R code
and table markup.

Again, there is no way for the teacher to receive the submissions of students
unless the notebook is sent to the teachers machine. Jupyter is therefore only
suited for online-courses but not very well for blended learning.

1.5.3 learnr

A package developed by the RStudio team based on R Markdown.

“
”

The learnr package makes it easy to turn any R Markdown
document into an interactive tutorial. Tutorials consist of con-
tent along with interactive components for checking and reinforc-
ing understanding. (Allaire, 2017b)

https://try.jupyter.org/
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One really handy advantage of this package is, that it is well documented,
and allows questions that ask for R code as an answer. Embedding shiny

components is also possible just like it is with other R Markdown documents.

The resulting tutorials can be published via http://shinyapps.io using the
“publish” button in RStudio. Feedback for teachers is not supported.

Figure 1.5: A sample course created with learnr that allows R input
by users. Clicking “run code” will evaluate the R input and update the table
accordingly.

1.5.4 exams

The exams (Grün and Zeileis, 2009) package is described as an

“ ”
all for one approach for to automatic exams generation.

The package provides interfaces to moodle. Teachers can either host exams
online or print them. Printed exams can be graded automatically based on
scans of the answered sheets. This project is used in a number of universities in
Austria and can therefore be considered well-tested and stable. New questions
can be created with either LATEX or Markdown and the following question types
are available.

• schoice Single choice questions that allow random reshuffling of the an-
swer order.

• mchoice Multiple choice questions that allow random reshuffling of the
answer order.

• num Ask users to calculate a single numeric value. Tolerance intervals
can be used.

• string Ask users to enter a string that will be compared to the answer
string .

• cloze Longer exercise containing several sub-exercises.

Figure 1.6 shows a question created with the exams package.

http://shinyapps.io
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Figure 1.6: The package exams used in a moodle course. Students are
asked to interpret a statistical graph via a multiple choice question.

1.5.5 Summary

The Table 1.2 summarizes the most important features for all the projects pre-
sented in this section as well as tGUIOnline and tgusihiny .

Automated Accepts R code Feedback for Can be hosted
grading from students teachers on the web

Swirl X X
Jupyter X X
learnr X X X
exams X X X
tguiOnline X X X
tguishiny X X X X

Table 1.2: Summary of features for the discussed projects.

We can see that most frameworks support automatic grading of answers and
can also be hosted in web pages. However, accepting R code as answers and
giving feedback for teachers are rather rare features.

1.6 Outlook

The following chapters will present the tguishiny package in detail and
showcase a rather convoluted example created with the package.

• Chapter 2 lists the most important R packages that are used as dependen-
cies for tguishiny and discusses why those packages have been chosen.
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• Chapter 3 presents details about the design of the package and gives insight
about the different kinds of questions that can be created with it. The
Chapter also includes a teacher guide which describes how the package
can be used to include custom questions.

• Chapter 4 describes different methods for principal component analysis
(PCA) of compositional data.

• Chapter 5 showcases a more complex example developed with
tguishiny . This example includes questions about manipulating ta-

bles, creating statistical graphs and interpreting outputs of compositional
biplots.

• Chapter 6 summarizes the features developed in the package and gives an
overview of possible improvements.



2Tools

In this chapter, we will talk about the most important tools used when creating
the tguishiny project.

2.1 RStudio

RStudio (RStudio Team, 2016) is an integrated development environment (IDE )
for R and widely used by the R community. A lot of packages used in this project
are developed by the RStudio team and the author highly encourages the use
of RStudio together with the tguishiny package.

2.2 shiny

As the name suggests, the package shiny (Chang et al., 2017) is the single
most important dependency for the tguishiny project. A short description
about the functionality provided by this package can be found in Chang et al.
(2017).

“
”

Shiny is an open source R package that provides an elegant and
powerful web framework for building web applications using R.
Shiny helps you turn your analyses into interactive web applica-
tions without requiring HTML, CSS, or JavaScript knowledge.

Most of the JavaScript code necessary to run the tguiApp is part of the
shiny package or packages depending on shiny .

2.3 R6

This package serves as a tool for object oriented programming. It will become
clear in Chapter 3 why this is important for this project. For now, it is only
relevant to note, that the inheritance feature will play a big role for the question
templates.

“
”

The R6 package allows the creation of classes with reference se-
mantics, [...] These classes allow public and private members,
and they support inheritance [...]. (Chang, 2017)

There are a lot of other solutions in R for object oriented programming like the
setRefClass function, which could be used in place of R6 . However, the

lightweight nature of the package ultimately was the reason this one was picked.

11
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2.4 Other useful packages

Packages are a very important part of the R language, giving users the ability
to load functions and other objects that help them with their specific tasks.
The tguishiny package contains dependencies to a various number of pack-
ages which can be displayed via the following code. Notice that some of the
dependencies are just necessary to build certain questions while others are used
for the question classes and the tguiApp function itself.

The dependencies can be seen when typing the following in R.

pack <- installed.packages()

pack["tguishiny", "Depends"]

## [1] "shiny"

cat( pack["tguishiny", "Imports"] )

## evaluate,

## shinyAce,

## png,

## R6 (>= 2.2.2),

## reshape2,

## dplyr,

## plotly (>= 4.7.1),

## RSQLite,

## ggplot2 (>= 2.2.1.9000),

## DT,

## stringr,

## rhandsontable,

## shinyjs,

## shinyBS

This section will present the most important of those dependencies and shortly
describes their main use cases.

2.4.1 ggplot

ggplot2 is a plotting system for R, based on the grammar of graphics (Wick-
ham, 2016b). Graphics produced with this package can be saved as objects which
has big advantages for the tguishiny project. The class PlotQuestion can
be used to ask students to create ggplot objects which are then compared
with the ggplot object specified by the question author. Most R users are
familiar with the package since it is one of the most popular R packages.

The following code snippet uses the ggplot2 package to produce Figure 2.1.
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library(ggplot2)

mtcars$cyl = as.factor(mtcars$cyl)

gg <- ggplot(mtcars, aes(wt, mpg, color = cyl, size = hp)) +

geom_point()

gg

Figure 2.1: A plot created with the ggplot2 package. Colors and sizes are

used to display the variables cyl (number of cylinders) and hp (horse-
power).

2.4.2 Plotly

“
”

A JavaScript library, that lets users easily create interactive
charts and dashboards to share online with their audience (Siev-
ert et al., 2017).

The plotly team also released a R package to create plotly graphs from
the R console. This package also includes a function called ggplotly which
converts ggplot objects into interactive charts. The plotly package is
used in the PlotQuestion class.

2.4.3 DT

This R package is an R interface for the JavaScript library DataTables. R data
objects (matrices or data frames) can be displayed as tables on HTML pages,
and DT provides filtering, pagination, sorting, and many other features in the
tables. (Xie, 2016)
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2.4.4 shinyjs

shinyjs lets you perform common useful JavaScript operations in Shiny apps
that will greatly improve your apps without having to know any JavaScript (At-
tali, 2016). Currently, the main use for this package is enabling and disabling
input elements like check boxes and text fields.

2.4.5 evaluate

According to the documentation, evaluate (Wickham, 2016a) provides the
following features.

“ ”
Parsing and evaluation tools that make it easy to recreate the
command line behavior of R. (Wickham, 2016a)

The package is used by the RQuestion class to mimic a console output.
Without this package, users couldn’t know if their code contains syntax errors
before submitting it.

Below is a short code snipped that demonstrates how evaluate operates. The
output of the replay function is a collection of strings that look just like the
output from the RStudio console.

library(evaluate)

replay(evaluate("x <- 2\nx <- x + 1\nx\ny"))

## > x <- 2

## > x <- x + 1

## > x

## [1] 3

## > y

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’y’ not found

Notice that even error messages are displayed correctly. In this case the variable
y was not defined. Errors, warnings and plots can be captured by providing

callback functions to the evaluate call.

2.4.6 rmarkdown

One of the latest additions to tguishiny is the MarkdownQuestion class,
which relies on the knitr (Xie, 2014) package to include dynamic code into a
question. One advantage of this approach is that new questions can more easily
be created from existing Markdown, or R Markdown ( .Rmd ), documents.
Another advantage is, that Markdown is intended to be as easy-to-read and
easy-to-write as is feasible, which can save a quite some time when revisiting
documents that haven’t been altered for a while.



3Tguishiny in detail

In this Chapter we will take a closer look at the package details and present its
most important features. First, the function tguiApp is described. Then, the
question classes provided in the package and their common usage are discussed.
Subsequently, a guide on how to use the package as a teacher is provided.

3.1 The tguiApp function

This function will start a shiny app containing several questions. The questions
can be accessed via a dropdownmenu on the top. The functions parameters are
shown in Table 3.1.

Argument Description
admin Should the app be logged in as admin at startup?

Alternative is user. Ignored if logged in is FALSE .
logged in Should the app be logged in at all at startup? Default is

TRUE .
reset database Should the database be reset prior to actually invoking

the app? If TRUE , all previous answers submitted in the
app will be lost.

db path Path to your database file. If the file does not exist, it will
be created.

questions path Path to the question-pool you want to include in the app.
... Further arguments passed down to runApp .

Table 3.1: Arguments of the tguiApp function.

The arguments admin and logged in specify the initial state of the applica-
tion. In most cases logged in = TRUE makes sense for testing purposes while
logged in = FALSE is advisable when deploying the app on a web server.

The db path argument links to a database file inside the package folder by
default. Again, this is very handy for testing of the app but not recommended
for deploying unless the package is used by no other users on the server.

questions path can be used to replace the default question pool wit a custom
one. More details about this option can be found in the README.md file inside
the default questions folder.

3.2 Question classes

The tguishiny package contains 10 question classes which serve as tem-
plates for creating new questions. These classes were built with the R6 pack-

15



16 CHAPTER 3. TGUISHINY IN DETAIL

age (Chang, 2017). Each class uses a shiny module (Cheng, 2017) internally to
avoid ID conflicts in the resulting HTML code. The inheritance between the
different classes is summarized in Figure 3.1.

ShinyQuestion

RQuestion

DfQuestionLmQuestionPlotQuestion

MiscQuestionMarkdownQuestionSimpleQuestion

GridQuestionMcQuestionFeedbackQuestion

Figure 3.1: Inheritance diagram: A summary of all question classes currently

included in the tguishiny package.

shinyQuestion serves as a base class and all other classes are (directly or
indirectly) derived from this class. This means that all features available for
ShinyQuestion are also accessible in other classes.

Similarly, the RQuestion class, which provides students a way to submit
R code as an answer, inherits its features to the classes PlotQuestion ,
LmQuestion and DfQuestion . For a better understanding, we will discuss

some of those classes briefly.

3.2.1 ShinyQuestion

This class serves as a base class for all other question classes. It can be viewed
as an abstract class in the sense that it is not supposed to be used directly but
rather defines an interface to be used by the tguiApp function.

A minimal object of the class ShinyQuestion can be created as follows.

questionObject <- ShinyQuestion$new()

The show interactive method defined in this class gives authors of a question
a way to run questions as standalone shiny applications. These standalone
apps already provide an SQL connection to a database stored in the random
access memory.

This way, questions can be tested comprehensively before they are included in
the tguiApp . In the example above, the object questionObject can generate
an app via.

questionObject$show_interactive()
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The methods bind outputs and ui are useful for embedding questions into
shiny applications. The implementation of those two methods relies on shiny

modules (Cheng, 2017) and can be used in the following manner.

shinyApp(

ui = fluidPage(

questionObject$ui()

),

server = function(input, output, session){
questionObject$bind_outputs()

}
)

It is possible to include pictures and videos from static resources by passing the
resource paths to the parameters defaultPic , evalPic , defaultVideo and
evalVideo . defaultPic and evalPic can also be used with expressions

as a convenient way to include R plots into questions.

library(tguishiny)

set.seed(1234)

questionObject <- ShinyQuestion$new(

default_pic = expression({hist(rnorm(1000))}),
eval_pic = expression({
plot(cumsum(rnorm(1000)), type = "l")

}),
language = "english"

)

# display the question

questionObject$show_interactive()

The code shown above will start a shiny application containing two plots.
Those plots will be visible in the default tab and eval tab, see Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: A ShinyQuestion including two pictures: one in the “default
view” and one in the “evaluation view”.
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Since all other question classes derive from the ShinyQuestion class, those
classes also have access to the default pic and eval pic parameters as
well as the member-functions discussed above.

Furthermore, shiny modules (Cheng, 2017) can be embedded in questions to
allow even more flexibility when it comes to question authoring. For example,
the following R code will create a question that embeds a sliderInput . Notice
that it is necessary to use the namespace-function NS in text .

mq <- ShinyQuestion$new(

server = function(input, output, session){
output$ui <- renderUI({
sliderInput('slider_id', 'slider', 0, 1, 0)

})
},
text = function(id){
ns <- NS(id)

fluidPage(uiOutput(ns('ui')))

}
)

3.2.2 McQuestion

This class makes it possible to create multiple choice questions as well as
single-choice questions in tguishiny . At construction time, the parameters
choices and correct answers must be supplied.

myQ <- McQuestion$new(

choices = c("A wrong answer", "A correct answer",

"Another correct answer"),

correct_answers = 2:3

)

myQ$show_interactive()

Figure 3.3 shows a typical object of this class. An answer is considered correct,
if all marked choices are true statements and all unmarked choices are false
statements.

The constructor arguments for the McQuestion class are can be seen in Ta-
ble 3.2. Notice that setting multiple to FALSE will create a single choice
question.
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Figure 3.3: A multiple choice question produced with the tguishiny pack-
age.

Argument Description
choices Possible answer choices. Should be a character vector or

a list of ui objects.
correct answers Integer vector containing the indices of the correct

answers.
help text Help text to be displayed at the bottom of the question.
multiple Are multiple answers allowed? If FALSE , this question

will display a single choice question (exactly one answer
must be chosen). Default is TRUE .

inline If TRUE , render the choices inline (i.e. horizontally).
Default is FALSE .

... Arguments getting passed down to ShinyQuestion$new

Table 3.2: Arguments for the McQuestion constructor function.

One advantage of this class is that it is very easy to use and question authors
might already have multiple choice questions prepared with other frameworks
that can be ported easily into tguishiny .

3.2.3 RQuestion

RQuestion objects display a text-input field where users can enter R code.
This code can be evaluated and the results will be displayed in another text
field. If answers are submitted, the code in the text-input field will be sent to a
SQL database for persistent storage.

The initialization-parameters contain a so-called answer script which repre-
sents the correct answer in form of an expression. Derived classes might also
allow other R objects as valid answer script parameters1. The evaluation
routine will check whether all objects defined in the answer script are also
created by the code submitted by the student. For example, the following
RQuestion object defines the variables x and a in the answer script .

1For example, PlotQuestion allows ggplot objects. See the subsection below.
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my_q = RQuestion$new(

answer_script = expression({ x = 0; y = "a" }),
text = p("Assign the value", code(0), "for", code("x"),

"and", code("'a'"), "for", code("y"), "."),

title = "R Question")

The corresponding question (Figure 3.4) will expect the student to define vari-
ables with the same names and values to be considered correct. The values of
the variables are compared with isTRUE(all.equal(...)) .

Figure 3.4: A RQuestion that asks users to define two variables. The

shinyAce (Trestle Technology, LLC, 2016) package is used for the input and
output fields.

Students can evaluate their code and see whether syntax errors or unreasonable
outputs are produced. Once they are confident with their answer, they can
submit it and the submission will be immediately visible to the teacher.

The input- and output fields in the UI have been implemented with the
shinyAce (Trestle Technology, LLC, 2016) package, which serves as an R

interface for the JavaScript library Ace Editor. The output text is created with
the evaluate (Wickham, 2016a) package.

If users type plotting code int the input field, a plot will be displayed under the
output field. Those plots are generated with the function renderPlot .
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3.2.4 PlotQuestion

This class asks users to create a plot which will be compared to the plot produced
by the answer script when users submit their answers. Currently, it is
suggested to only use ggplot graphics with this class, since older R versions
make it difficult to save ordinary plots as R objects2.

If the answer plot is a ggplot , it will be compared to the user submitted plot
on a pixel by pixel basis. Internally, the function ggsave is used to perform
this. The evaluation routine will consider the answer as correct, if all pixels
of the saved image files match and as wrong if at least one pixel is incorrect.
Partial scores are not supported.

In the teacher interface, a list of all submitted answers is visible. When selecting
one of those answers, the corresponding plot of the student will be generated
and displayed to the teacher. Figure 3.5 illustrates this behavior.

Figure 3.5: The teacher interface for the PlotQuestion class. Teachers
can choose any of the submitted answers and view the resulting graph.

If the answer plot of the question is a ggplot object, the function ggplotly

from the package plotly (Sievert et al., 2017) is used to automatically add
tooltips and other interactions to the plot. This feature can be disabled with
the use plotly argument in PlotQuestion$new .

2For details, please refer to the documentation of recordPlot from the grDevices library.
Apparently, R version 3.3.0 is necessary to guarantee a reliable storage of non-ggplot graphics
as objects.
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3.2.5 DfQuestion

A question of this kind asks users to create a data.frame or another R object
deriving from data.frame like a tibble . The table produced by the stu-
dent’s R code will be compared to the table generated from the answer script

on a column-by-column basis.

This question class is useful to teach data manipulation techniques like changing
variable types, discretization of continuous data and casting tables from long-
to wide format. Some examples are available in Chapter 5.

3.2.6 MarkdownQuestion

Questions of this type are constructed with a R Markdown (Allaire et al., 2017)
file which will be embedded in the question. The main advantage of this class
is that it can contain several other ShinyQuestion objects. It is therefore
suitable for creating longer exercises.

The included questions can be displayed in the Markdown file with the
include question function as demonstrated in the following code listing. Cur-

rently only R Markdown v13 syntax is supported since the .Rmd file is rendered
with the knit2html command.

md = "

# Hello World!

This text is *formatted* `with` **markdown**

```{r}
# include questions

include_question(1)

# ... other R output

rnorm(10)

# ... and outputs defined in the server

uiOutput(ns('fromServer'))

```

"

mq <- MarkdownQuestion$new(

markdownFile = textConnection(md),

questions = list(McQuestion$new(letters[1:3], correct = 2:3)),

server = function(input, output, session){
output$fromServer = renderUI({
sliderInput("a", "slider", 1, 2, 3)

})
}

)

3R Markdown v1 (version 1) is an old version of the R Markdown standard that depends
on the markdown package rather than pandoc. Both versions (standards) are somewhat
similar, but there are certainly cases, where documents following the v2 standard can not be
rendered by the markdown package and vice versa.
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The exercise presented in Chapter 4 is constructed with the MarkdownQuestion

class. A screenshot of the app defined above can be seen in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: A MarkdownQuestion including dynamic code and a

McQuestion . The end of the question shows a slider created with shiny .

As we can see, the expression rnorm(10) is evaluated just like it would be
in a usual R Markdown file. The call to include question will display a
ShinyQuestion object.

3.2.7 Experimental classes

There are three more question classes implemented in tguishiny . Those
classes are still under development and the interfaces might change significantly.
Therefore, these classes will only be discussed briefly.

GridQuestion is a class that asks users to assign several answers to several
questions. The student interface is similar to a likert questionnaire.

FeedbackQuestion has been inspired by the tGUIOnline project and cap-
tures feedback about the courses in form of a text input box. Similar to the
RQuestion interface, an aceEditor is used to capture the user inputs.

MiscQuestion is a very generic class that gives a lot of flexibility in designing
questions. Arbitrary shiny components can be used to define the teacher- and
student interface. This class is currently used in the “datacollection” shown in
Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: The “datacollection” as an example for a MiscQuestion object.

3.2.8 Summary

As we have seen, the question classes serve as templates for creating ques-
tions. Some of those classes (like DfQuestion ) just need single R objects
to define their appearance while others (for example MarkdownQuestion and
MiscQuestion ) are highly customizable . Table 3.3 summarizes the most im-

portant features of the 10 classes.

question class inherits description evaluation
ShinyQuestion None Base class
McQuestion ShinyQuestion Multiple choice Distribution of given

answers
GridQuestion ShinyQuestion Assign several answers

to several questions
Distribution of given
answers

FeedbackQuestion ShinyQuestion Give feedback to
courses

Not graded

MiscQuestion ShinyQuestion Flexible interface Depends on the con-
tents

MarkdownQuestion ShinyQuestion Combine several ques-
tions

Depends on the sub-
questions

RQuestion ShinyQuestion R code Evaluation of resulting
R object

DfQuestion RQuestion Data manipulation
tasks

Compare with answer
table

PlotQuestion RQuestion Plotting task Compare with answer
plot

LmQuestion RQuestion Exercises for linear
models

evaluation of the lm ob-
ject

Table 3.3: Summary for the question classes in tguishiny .
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3.3 Other classes

Beside the question classes, there are two more R6 classes defined in the
tguishiny package. This section will explain the purpose of those classes.

3.3.1 SqlHandler

The tgiApp uses SQL for persistent data storage. To ensure a clean connection
between the app and an SQL database, the SQLHandler class has been devel-
oped. It wraps for the functionalities provided by the RSQLite (Müller et al.,
2017) package. Member functions for this class include getTable(tablename) ,
writeTable(tablename) , listTables() and wrappers to other usual database

operations.

This class internally keeps track of which tables in the SQL database have been
changed which allows importing tables as observable objects. To be more clear:
whenever a table changes, a counter will be increased. This counter then orders
the shiny-framework to update views that depend on the tables.

By default, SqlHandler will store tables in the random access memory (RAM )
but when invoked via tguiApp , the tables will be saved as a SQL database
file for persistent storage. It is important to note that shiny does not provide
persistent storage facilities by default (Attali, 2017).

The tguiApp function uses a single SqlHandler object for all questions and
all sessions. The corresponding path of its database file can be specified with
the db path argument.

tguiApp(db_path = "some/local/path.db")

3.3.2 QuestionList

This class wraps the data-structure list(q1, q2, ..., qN) where all elements
of the list are ShinyQuestion objects. It includes vectorized getter and setter
functions for question properties.

The class also provides a functionality to source several questions from a direc-
tory simultaneously, which is used by tguiApp to process the questions path

argument.

The member-function attributes df is used to build the ui in tguiApp

depending on the question-pool provided.

The following code listing shows the most important functionalities of the
QuestionList class. Questions can be added with the add question method

and the contents can be shown with attributes df .
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l = QuestionList$new()

q1 = McQuestion$new("choice", 1, name = "name1")

q2 = ShinyQuestion$new(name = "name2", category = "category2")

l$add_question(q1)

l$add_question(q2)

l$attributes_df()

## category id name class

## 1 bfb2bb17630f92d18a70 name1 McQuestion

## 2 category2 16f2f6e1a12a1e15b698 name2 ShinyQuestion

3.4 Teacher guide

This section will cover some instructions on how to use and customize
tguishiny as a teacher.

3.4.1 Developing new questions

The show interactive method should be all you need to create and test new
questions. Documentation and examples concerning the question classes can be
found in the help pages.

?ShinyQuestion

?McQuestion

?RQuestion

A help page is available for each class introduced in Section 3.2.

3.4.2 Adding new questions to the tguiApp

The cleanest way is to create a custom question pool by mimicking the structure
of a folder called questions in the tguishiny installation folder. The path
of this folder can be obtained with find.package .

file.path(find.package("tguishiny"), "app", "questions")

## "C:/Program Files/R/R-3.4.1/library/tguishiny/app/questions"

Then you can provide the path of your personal questions folder as an argument
for tguiApp .

tguiApp(questions_path = "path/to/questions")
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This should replace the default question-pool with the questions in your folder.
Make sure that all question files return objects derived from the ShinyQuestion

class. For example:

# file: questions/1_myCategory/1_myQuestion.R

McQuestion$new(

id = "some_unique_id",

choices = c("first", "second", "third"),

correct = 1

)

Explicitly providing an id is currently necessary for a persistent storage
of answers.4 The id will be used by HTML, therefore spaces and special
characters should not be part of it. Also, each id must be unique inside a
questions folder.

3.4.3 Deploying tguishiny via shiny-server

Once you have shiny-server installed, create a new folder that is served by
shiny-server and include a R script with the name app.R in that folder.

This script should look as follows.

# file: app.R

library(tguishiny)

tguiApp(questions_path = 'path/to/questions',

db_path = 'path/to/database.db')

Both arguments questions path and db path are optional but db path

should almost always be set. The database file will be created if it does not
exist already.

Using shiny-server with tguishiny is highly recommended since
this will give several users access to the app. In order to make the app
portable, relative paths inside the app folder should be used. For example
questions = 'questions' and db path = 'database.db' .

4If the app becomes idle because no user is connected and then becomes active again, the
id is used to match previously submitted answers to questions.
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4Theoretical background on examples

This chapter will present some statistical background to be used in Chapter 5,
where a demonstration of selected tguishiny examples is conducted. This also
simulates a class situation, where typically theoretical concepts are explained in
detail before tguishiny is used for exercises.

4.1 Compositional principal component analysis

This section is mainly based on Jolliffe (2002) where results of Aitchison (1983)
are summarized in Chapter 13. We will define the “ordinary” PCA method
and discuss why that method not well suited for compositional data (like the
election data in Chapter 5).

4.1.1 The ordinary principal component analysis

A standard PCA uses an orthogonal transformation Γ of a data matrix X ∈
Rn×D, such that the transformed variables L = (X−1M(X)′)Γ are uncorrelated
and satisfy the following condition.

V(L) = diag(λ1, λ2, ..., λn), λ1 > λ2 > ... > λn

Here, λ1, ..., λn denote the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix V(X). M(X)
denotes the vector of column-wise means of X and 1 denotes the vector of n
ones.

The underlying idea behind this method is to “reduce the dimensionality of a
data set consisting of a large number of interrelated variables, while retaining
as much possible of the variation present in the data set.” (Jolliffe, 2002).

The so-called loadings Γ are calculated as a matrix containing all eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix of X.

V(X) = ΓDΓT , Γ, D ∈ RD×D (4.1)

The scores then follow directly from the transformation equation.

L = (X− 1M(X)′)Γ (4.2)

Like many other statistical methods, the PCA model assumes that X are mea-
surements of a multivariate normal distribution.

4.1.2 Compositional data

Compositional data represent multivariate observations where the relevant infor-
mation is contained in the ratios between the variables (Kynčlová et al., 2016).
We will therefore consider a data matrix X satisfying the following constraint.

29
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xi,1 + xi,2 + ...+ xi,p = ki, i = 1, ..., n (4.3)

Equation 4.3 introduces “a bias towards negative values among the correla-
tions” (Jolliffe, 2002). It is therefore necessary to use an adapted version of the
“classical” PCA procedure when dealing with compositional data.

One adaption is presented in Aitchison (1983). It uses a the centered logratio
(clr) transformation on the columns of X and applies the “classical” PCA on
the transformed matrix. A clr transformation uses logarithms and re-centers
the data such that the sum of all yj is zero.

yi,j = ln(xi,j)−
1

p

p∑
k=1

ln(xi,k), j = 1, ..., D, i = 1, ..., n (4.4)

Note that frequencies of zero are not allowed because of the logarithm. Equa-
tion 4.4 can also be written in terms of the geometric mean as

yi,j = ln

(
xi,j

p
√∏p

k=1 xi,k

)
.

This transformation preserves the distances between objects and therefore the
PCA can be applied to the transformed data (Kynčlová et al., 2016).

4.2 Robust estimators and the ilr transformation

This section will give insights about robust estimation of means and covariance
matrices as well as applications in PCA. Also, the ilr transformation will be
presented which is a necessary alternative to the clr transformation in order to
use the robust estimators presented here.

After that, the PCA algorithm in the R package robCompositions (Templ
et al., 2011) which implements both robust estimators and the ilr transformation
is outlined.

4.2.1 The Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD) method

The minimum covariance determinant (MCD) method of Roussew is a highly
robust estimator of multivariate location and scatter. Its objective is to find
h observations (out of n) whose covariance matrix has the lowest determi-
nant. (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999)

By using subsets, this method removes outliers from a data matrix since outliers
usually increase the determinant of the covariance matrix. h is a fixed number
and usually chosen as a percentage of n. Note that a subset minimizing the
variance always exists since the number of potential subsets is finite.

Consider a data matrix X ∈ Rn×D. Given the minimum determinant subset
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S ⊆ {1, ..., n}, the robust location and scatter estimators are

Mrob(X) =
1

h

∑
i∈S

Xi,·, (4.5)

Vrob(X) =
CD,n,h

h− 1

∑
i∈S

(Xi,· −Mrob(X))(Xi,· −Mrob(X))T (4.6)

where Xi,· is the i-th row of the data matrix and CD,n,h is a factor for consis-
tency.

The MCD method relies on full rank data matrices (Kynčlová et al., 2016). If
X is not of full rank and if n is bigger than the number of variables D, then
the columns of the data matrix are linearly dependent. This will then also hold
true for all the subsets S. Therefore the covariance determinant is zero for all
subsets and there is no reasonable way to determine an “optimal” subset.

4.2.2 The isometric logratio (ilr) transformation

clr transformed data does not provide full rank data matrices. Let x ∈ RD be
an observation of a compositional variable and y ∈ RD be the ilr transformation
of x, then we have

D∑
i=1

yi =

D∑
i=1

ln

 xi

D

√∏D
k=1 xk

 = ln

 D∏
i=1

xi

D

√∏D
k=1 xk

 = ln(1) = 0.

Therefore the MCD method is not applicable. According to Filzmoser et al.
(2009), several other robust estimators are also not suited for clr transformed
data.

“
”

The main disadvantage of this [the clr] transformation is that the

resulting data are collinear because
∑D

i=1 yi = 0. Methods that
rely on full rank data matrices , like standard robust covariance
estimators [...] will thus not be applicable. (Filzmoser et al.,
2009)

The isometric logratio (ilr) transformation however maps x into a D − 1 di-
mensional space and will create full rank matrices. For a single observation, the
transformation is defined as follows.

yilrj =
j

j + 1
ln

 j

√∏j
k=1 xk

xj+1

 , j = 1, ..., D − 1 (4.7)

The ilr transformation is in fact a linear and orthonormal transformation of the
clr transformed data. This means, that the isometry of the clr transformation
is preserved (Filzmoser et al., 2009).

One disadvantage of this method is that results calculated in the ilr space have
to be back-transformed into the clr space for interpretation.
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4.2.3 Outline of the PCA algorithm in robCompositions

Given a data matrix X ∈ Rn×D, the ilr transformation Y according to (4.7)
is calculated. Then the robust estimators Mrob(Y) and Vrob(Y) of the ilr
transformed data are determined using the MCD method in (4.5) and (4.6).
For the calculation of robust loadings, an eigenvalue decomposition of the robust
scatter estimator accoring to (4.1) and (4.2) is performed.

Vrob(Y) = ΓilrDilrΓ
T
ilr, Lilr = (X−Mrob(X))Γ

The results Γilr and Lilr are then transformed back into the clr space.

4.3 Compositional biplots

Biplots visualize loadings and scores of a principal component analy-
sis (Kynčlová et al., 2016). They use data from the first few rows of the scores
(L) and the first few columns of loadings (Γ). The contents of the matrices are
represented as dots for scores and arrows for loadings.

In most cases, a two-dimensional plot is used showing the first and second
component (the first and second row of L as well as the first and second column
Γ). These components correspond to the biggest eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix and will therefore give insights about the most potent latent factors.

Compositional biplots display the same information as ordinary biplots, but Γ
and L are calculated using a compositional PCA.

Compositional biplots for clr transformed data have been introduced in Aitchi-
son and Greenacre (2002). Kynčlová et al. (2016) adapts this idea for ilr trans-
formed data and gives guidelines on how to to interpret both ilr biplots and clr
biplots.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of an ilr biplot created with the robCompositions

package. The data for this plot contains results of an election for all federal states
of Germany. The entries xi, j of the underlying dataset denote the absolute
number of votes for party j in a state i.

CDU CSU SDP GRUENE FDP DIE LINKE other parties
SH 638756 513725 153137 91714 84177 146781
HH 285927 288902 112826 42869 78296 82009
NI 1825592 1470005 391901 185647 223935 348180
HB 96459 117204 40014 11204 33284 31247
NW 3776563 3028282 760642 498027 582925 851718
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Table 4.1: Number of votes for an election in Germany 2013.

Interpretation

In the following, we will denote the columns of Γ as γj and the rows of L and X
as li and xi,·. The function g denotes the geometric mean and Vi the variance
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Figure 4.1: A biplot about an election in Germany from 2013. Produced with

robCompositions

with respect to i (the observations). The plot can be interpreted in the following
manner (see Kynčlová et al. (2016) for details).

(i) The length of the arrows represent ‖γj‖22 ≈ D
D−1Vi(ln(xi,j/g(xi,·))).

(ii) The distances between the vertices are ‖γj−γk‖22 ≈ D
D−1Vi(ln(xi,j/xi,k)).

(iii) The inner product of the arrows and points gives

〈li,γj〉 ≈
√

D

D − 1
ln

(
xi,j
g(xi,·)

)
.

These results can now be applied to the biplot shown in Figure 4.1. In this case,
i denotes the federal states of Germany and j denotes the different parties.
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(i) The party DIE LINKE has the longest arrow. Thus the variance of

xstate, DIE LINKE

g(xstate,·)

is bigger for this party than for all other parties. In other words, “the
relative variability of the obtained votes differs a lot among all observed
states”(Kynčlová et al., 2016). The shortest arrow belongs to the party
SDP where the relative number of votes was relatively stable with respect
to the federal states.

(ii) The arrows for the parties DIE LINKE and FDP have vertices which are
very far apart. This means, that the relative number of votes

xstate, DIE LINKE

xstate, FDP

show a relatively high proportional variability with respect to the federal
states of Germany. On the other hand, the pair GRÜNE and SDP have
a relatively stable ratio of votes.

(iii) The arrow of the party FDP almost points to state 7 (Rheinland-
Palatinate). Consequently, the relative number of votes

x7,FDP

g(x7,·)

is high compared to most other states. It can be verified, that the party
FDP in fact had the strongest results in the states 8, 1, 6 and 7.



5Demonstration examples in tguishiny

In this chapter, we will talk about one exercise regarding the general election
results of autumn 2017 in Austria. The exercise begins with questions about
exploitative data analysis using the classes PlotQuestion and DfQuestion .

At the end of the exercise, the theory derived in Chapter 4 will be used to
interpret the results from a compositional principal component analysis. The
exercise has been implemented with the MarkdownQuestion class.

5.1 Data

For the most part, the data used in this exercise is a single dataframe which
was imported from http://data.gv.at . It includes counts of the votes for each
of the participating parties in 2286 electoral districts. 164 of those districts
represent postal votes.

The data is summarized on a state level in Table 5.1. Only the six biggest
parties have been included since the remaining fractions where not eligible in
all federal states.

state eligible submitted SPÖ ÖVP FPÖ GRÜNE NEOS PILZ
Burgenland 232740 196577 64070 63858 49127 3932 5603 5529
Carinthia 440207 345354 99923 91458 108215 8249 14692 12298
Lower Austria 1288802 1092339 267348 384279 280011 29619 51815 44767
Upper Austria 1103664 902801 246201 280595 239444 32792 42556 32772
Salzburg 395723 319159 70191 119072 77120 12714 17985 11149
Styria 969653 774037 192738 241917 225990 21430 38341 29980
Tyrol 543116 414913 85650 158092 102610 18367 23537 15746
Vorarlberg 272909 197125 34961 67982 47837 14137 17666 5805
Vienna 1154184 878574 300664 188273 186088 51398 56323 65498

Table 5.1: Summary of the election dataset on a state level including postal
votes.

The principal component analysis also uses a second dataframe shown
in Table 5.2, which gives information about unemployment, income and the
gross regional product for each state. This data has been imported from
http://de.statista.com and http://www.statistik.at .

Note, that Table 5.2 is not summarized. This data is only available on a state
level.

5.2 DfQuestions

As we can see, Table 5.1 uses a wide format regarding the parties. Since ggplot

works best with data in long format, some of the DfQuestion s require the
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state unemp. income GRP
Burgenland 6.8% 22200 27500
Carinthia 8.4% 21500 33300
Lower Austria 7.5% 23100 32500
Upper Austria 5.0% 22300 40300
Salzburg 4.7% 22800 46100
Styria 6.1% 21900 35400
Tyrol 4.8% 22000 42000
Vorarlberg 5.5% 23500 42300
Vienna 12.3% 21500 47700

Table 5.2: Additional data for each state.

students to transform the data into a long format. Figure 5.1 shows one exercise
of these questions.

Figure 5.1: A DfQuestion asking students to cast the election dataset from
a wide format to a long format.

The corresponding input dataset is called bigparties and has the same
structure as Table 5.1.

Knowing how to cast tables from long format to wide format is a commonly
required skill that students learn in this exercise. Teachers can see all the code
submitted by students and discuss common syntax errors afterwards.

The default code in the question suggests using function gather from the
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tidyr package, although other alternatives like reshape2::melt are also
possible to answer the question.

The following code will be considered a correct answer for the question shown
in Figure 5.1.

b i g p a r t i e s long <− b i g p a r t i e s %>%

subset ( s e l e c t = c ( s tate , SPÖ:FPÖ) ) %>%
gather ( party , votes , −s t a t e )

Another question of the class DfQuestion asks the users to classify the data on
a regional level (2286 regions) based on the region ID (not included in Table 5.1).
This question is useful to teach students how to use the function mutate from
the dplyr package.

5.3 PlotQuestions

This section will give some insight about the PlotQuestion s included in the
exercise. First, there are two questions regarding bar charts of the election
results. Figure 5.2 shows one of those questions. The question requires users to
apply the functions ggplot and geom col appropriately. The code for using
a custom color palette (corresponding to the party-colors) is hinted before the
question.
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Figure 5.2: A stacked bar chart showing the absolute number of votes for the
six biggest parties by state.

Students will learn to both create and interpret stacked bar charts using the
ggplot2 package. Teachers can then address common misconceptions by in-

vestigating the R code submitted by the students.

Further examples of PlotQuestion s included in the exercise are box plots
and several scatter plots with regression lines. Some of those can be seen in
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Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Multiple plots related to the election results.

For the second graph in Figure 5.3, students are required to customize the colors,
point sizes and alpha values (transparency) in the graph, which is a useful skill
to master. The question will include a lot of hints for this fine tuning process.
Hints are given both in textual form and in the default user script for the
question.

It is important to note, that all graphs in this chapter are constructed with the
ggplot2 package, for the reasons discussed in Subsection 3.2.4.
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5.4 An interactive box plot

One part from this exercise features an interactive box plot followed by a multi-
ple choice question which asks the students to interpret the plots appropriately.
Exercises like this one are useful to showcase which informations can and cannot
be obtained from statistical graphs.

The interactive graph shows the relative number of votes for a party depending
on different categorical variables. Both the party and the categorical variables
can be chosen by the student via a dropdown menu.

Figure 5.4: An interactive boxplot followed by a multiple choice question.

5.5 Compositional principal component analysis

The very end of the exercise shows an interactive PCA. The analysis has been
conducted with the package robCompositions (Templ et al., 2011) and can
be seen in Figure 5.5.

The PCA widget is followed by a McQuestion that asks students to interpret
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Figure 5.5: A graphical output of the PCA for the election exercise. Several

control elements can be used to alter the graph. The other tabs ( print ,

plot , etc.) will display other output based on the pcaCoDa object.

the results. In order to answer all the questions, students will have to navi-
gate inside the widget and have some fundamental insights about the statistical
methods used.

Figure 5.6: The multiple choice question belonging to the biplot/PCA exer-
cise.

Note that students will hear a talk about the PCA method used prior to answer-
ing those questions. Teachers will be able to see, which mistakes are most com-
mon in answering the multiple choice question. Subsequently, answer choices
that have been marked incorrectly by most students can be discussed further
by the teacher.



6Summary

This chapter will present the most important features that have been imple-
mented in the tguishiny project and finish off with a list of possible improve-
ments.

6.1 Archievements

The aim of the tguishiny project was to create a well documented, easy-to-
use package for creating teaching resources in shiny. This goal has been reached
to a certain extent.

Documentation

The documentation of the tguishiny package follows the standard-approach
in R packaging, which is to use R documentation ( .Rd ) files. So far, the
package has successfully been used by students of the ZHAW university using
the documentation as a resource.

R inputs

As already mentioned in Section 1.5, there are only a limited number of teaching
products that allow R inputs as part of student’s answers. The tguishiny

project not only provides this feature, but also gives students a way to view
outputs generated by their answer before submitting it.

Immediate feedback

Teachers will immediately be notified whenever a student submits a new answer,
which is again a feature missing in a lot of common teaching tools provided by
R. The feedback system uses the observer design pattern provided by shiny .

Persistent storage

Answers of students are automatically stored in a SQL database and will there-
fore be accessible for later use.

Login logic

A deployed version of the tguiApp requires users and teachers to fill a login
form in order to have access to the questions. Teachers can add new users
(teacher and student accounts) inside the GUI.

41
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Grading answers

Each question class has a separate logic to assign scores for answers. The scoring
system reaches from zero points (wrong) to one point (right) and might take
values in between these two to indicate a partially right answer.

6.2 Expandability of the project

There are certain directions this project could take depending on the preferred
features that will be desired in the future. Since the project will be used by the
the ZHAW university as well as the Statistics Austria institute in the future,
further developments will be undertaken.

This section will present some possible enhancements and give a short descrip-
tion how they could be implemented.

UI improvements

Libraries like shinydashboard (Chang and Borges Ribeiro, 2017),
flexdashboard (Allaire, 2017a) and shinywidgets (Perrier and Meyer, 2018)

can be used to enhance the UI ot the project and also make the ui code more
instructive.

So far, the focus for the project was certainly more weighted towards back
end stability and server-side development. Looking at the examples in
shinyWidgetsGallery inspires for some quick and powerful additions that could

be added in the future.

More question-containers

Currently, the class MarkdownQuestion is the only one that supports sub-
questions. Having more alternatives when it comes to this could certainly be a
welcome feature for question authors. A prompt-like container that automati-
cally navigates to the next sub-question when the current one is answered could
be a feasible and useful addition.

UI for creating new questions

A graphical user interface that allows creation of new questions could encourage
teachers to get in touch with the project more easily. Such a GUI could be
implemented with shiny as part of the tguiApp .

However, the current logic requires the source code of every question to be
present whenever the app gets invoked. Persistent storage is only implemented
via the SQL interface RSQLite which can’t save R objects. Implementing this
feature would therefore require a more “reactive” version of the QuestionList

class.
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New question classes

So far, quite a view classes are available to create new ShinyQuestion objects.
Some of them have been inspired by certain JavaScript libraries that were al-
ready ported into R. Following this approach could lead to some interesting new
question classes.

For example, the dygraphs (Vanderkam et al., 2017) package might give access
to a TimeSeriesQuestion class which could be used in courses that are focused
on time series analysis and prediction models. Similar concepts could be used
with leaflet (Cheng et al., 2017) and d3Network (Gandrud, 2015).

Exams

Since questions from the tguishiny package are graded automatically upon
submission, the project can be used for the creation of exams. Providing some
additional features like a countdown for the exam time and an automatically
created report about student’s scorings in the exams could be a handy addition
to the project.

Security

Since user submitted R code is run on the server hosting the tguishiny

project, improvements in security are an important feature to consider in the
future. As for now, it is possible for students to manipulate files in the app’s
directory which can lead to serious issues.

A rather simple improvement in that regard would be to create a blacklist of
commands that are not allowed in the scripts submitted by the students.
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